
    Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness   Instructor Report

Enrollment numbers are acquired before the end of the semester andmay differ from the final figure.

Reporting Date: 8/16/2017 1:59 PM Semester: 2016/17 FA
Instructor ID: rul14 Instructor: Rohit Lamba

Course ID Course Title Students Responses Response Rate

201617FAUP___PECON_402_004_1__21681--14731 ECON402- Strategy 66 25 37.9%

University Items
A1 Are you taking this course as an elective? Yes: 2    No: 14    I don't know: 0    N: 16       Percent Yes: 12.5%

A2 What grade do you expect to earn in this course? A: 11 / 68.8%      B: 5 / 31.3%      C or lower: 0 / 0.0%

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

A3 Rate the overall quality of this course.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      3/12%      4/16%      7/28%    10/40%       25      5.88      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A4 Rate the overall quality of the instructor.  0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  8%      2/  8%      2/  8%      4/17%    14/58%       24      6.08      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Department Items

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

B001 Rate the clarity of the instructor's 
presentations.

 0/  0%      1/  4%      1/  4%      0/  0%      8/32%      4/16%    11/44%       25      5.84      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B024 Rate the instructor's availability during 
posted hours and appointments.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  8%      5/21%      5/21%    12/50%       24      6.13      1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B047 Rate the instructor's interest in whether or 
not students understood course content.

 0/  0%      1/  4%      0/  0%      2/  8%      5/20%      3/12%    14/56%       25      6.04      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B049 Rate the adequacy of the instructor's 
knowledge of the subject matter.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      2/  8%      5/21%    16/67%       24      6.50      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B063 Rate the instructor in terms of his/her 
preparation for class.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      2/  8%      3/12%      8/32%    11/44%       25      6.04      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B068
Rate the clarity of the syllabus in stating 
course objectives, course outline, and 
criteria for grades.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  8%      1/  4%      3/12%      5/20%    14/56%       25      6.12      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B074 Rate the instructor's pacing of the course 
material.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      3/13%      0/  0%      4/17%      4/17%    13/54%       24      6.00      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B085
Rate the correspondence between the main 
textbook and material covered in the 
course.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  8%      1/  4%      5/20%      7/28%    10/40%       25      5.88      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B088 Rate the instructor's enthusiasm about the 
subject matter.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      0/  0%      4/16%      6/24%    14/56%       25      6.28      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B105 Rate the appropriateness of the difficulty of 
exams.

 1/  4%      1/  4%      1/  4%      0/  0%      4/16%      4/16%    14/56%       25      5.92      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B112 Rate the fairness of the overall grading 
system in the course.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      3/12%      5/20%    16/64%       25      6.44      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7



B147 Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
students to think.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  8%      6/24%      5/20%    12/48%       25      6.08      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B151 Rate the instructor's skill in presenting 
divergent viewpoints.

 0/  0%      1/  4%      0/  0%      2/  8%      6/25%      4/17%    11/46%       24      5.88      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B162 Rate the importance of the knowledge 
learned in this course.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  8%      2/  8%      5/21%      6/25%      9/38%       24      5.75      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B174
Rate the adequacy of physical facilities for 
instruction(classroom/lecture hall, 
indoor/outdoor lab, etc.).

 0/  0%      0/  0%      4/16%      5/20%      5/20%      3/12%      8/32%       25      5.24      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

University Open Ended Items
Open 1 What helped you learn in this course?

The instructor has been very helpful

Reading the textbook and having the notes from class, thought not necessarily being in class itself

I mostly had to try and look up the class material from outside sources online to understand the material.

TA's help.

1.TA & professor's office hour and textbooks. 2. At the beginning of the semester, the lecture is not very clear to all of us, I think. But after 1st exam, it becomes 
better.

Professor Lamba challenged us greatly in this course but maintained adequate office hours and fair standards for grading. Really enjoyed his teaching and the class.

The home works

Great lectures

I thought the homeworks did a very good job of preparingus for the exams.

Professor Lamba is a great instructor. He made Econ 402 fun. I didn't have that great of a knowledge of Calc, but Professor Lamba made sure to explain all the calc 
portions of the class so that it made sense to people like myself.

the homework

book, google

Professor Lamba was very helpful and tried very hard for people to understand what he was teaching.

Office Hours.

Open 2 What changes would improve your learning?

None

If I become smarter

NA

More homework.

More practice questions posted prior to exams

everything is ok

I only wish that there were more activities in class, kinda like interactive games.

The level of difficulty of the homeworks and exams are way too high for just learning the topic. Additionally, the class seemed very unstructured and the textbook did 
not help to explain topics in depth.

I think that study guides or practice exams could've helped me better prepare for exams.

Lectures were just confusing. Almost every class I felt like I was walking away wondering what the hell just happened. We did examples all the time but the 
explanations of why we were doing what we were doing always seemed very random and confusing. When the class started doing problems from the book and 
basing the problem sets off of the book and I could read the chapters, it was insanely helpful. My problem set average went up quite a bit after we started doing 
problems from the book that had reading to help me understand. My other complaint about the professor would be answering emails and returning grades. None of 
our grades were posted online until a week after the late drop deadline. Not one. And I sent him an email about it through canvas and the email address posted on 
the syllabus and never got an answer. Exams took several weeks to be graded and returned. If you missed the class or just the beginning of class when things were 
handed back you never got them back unless you went into office hours. Half the class would show up for office hours before a problem set or exam because it 
seemed like everyone else was just as confused on what we were supposed to do in the problems and why we were doing them. I just really didn't enjoy this course, 
not much of it made sense for me and that's a first in econ for me. Maybe I'm just no good at game theory but I really struggled to learn in this class just because of 
explanations in lectures didn't help me understand anything.

Homework and exams are fair enough. The extra office hours are really important to success in this class. Game theory should be very difficult, I think he tries his 
best to make it clear to all of us.

The textbook is less helpful
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